
"Sewerboy"
Flush the First: 

“Spudsville, Massachusetts”
Scene 1
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Panel 1: Establishing shot of a demolished town with almost no signs of life. The town is of
Cornersbackston, Massachusetts formerly known as Spudsville, Massachusetts. It is the year
2003. It has just rained recently but as of now it is a bright and sunny day. A few human skeleton
remains can be seen laying on the streets. Some of the bones are half chewed. 

Panel 2: Shows a broken welcome sign that reads the following message below. A pile of discarded
human bones is seen off in the corner. A arm and hand bone reaches out and is grabbing one of the
“legs” of the sign. There are scratch marks on the sign.

Welcome to
Cornersbackston
Don't forget to
get your hand
stamped!

Panel 3: There is a statue of a man dressed in a cross between football gear and royal garments.
The person depicted in the now demolished statue is "King Okar" otherwise known as "Oscar
Reddson". The statue has signs of wear and tear on it. The statue is seen from a worm's eye
view at an angle so it's off to the side and not directly in the center of the panel. The statue
can be seen to be in the middle of the town of Cornersbackston.
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Panels 1-4: Shows various scenes of carnage and the ruins of the demolished town.
There is a football stadium that looks like a hurricane had ripped it to shreds. Human remains
can be seen in the rubble. Billy Chrome is the protagonist of this story. When we first see him
he is 15 years old but after his initial appearance we see him as 10 years old with his
15 year old self narrating the story. It should be noted that at age 15 Billy is 6 foot 5 inches tall
and has a lanky but strong build to himself. At age 10 Billy is 4 feet tall. 

Billy (narration):        I used to think
              my  life was weird.

        I've never known
        what it is like to
        be well...normal
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Panels 1-6: Billy Chrome is cooking himself some breakfast. Toast and eggs. He is on the 5th floor of
an apartment building (one of the few that survived). Meanwhile an half crocodile/half chicken hybrid
beast commonly known as "crazy crocs" sees the apartment and decides to climb the building in order
to get to Billy. The crazy crocs have very sharp and durable claws which they use to climb.
Note that in general Crazy crocs have crocodile like upper bodies and chicken like lower bodies
but it also varies. The crazy crocs often have talons for feet.

Billy (narration)        I used to think
            my life was weird

       But now I know
                                   that for a fact.
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Panel 1: Billy is eating breakfast seemingly oblivious to the crazy croc hanging outside his kitchen
window. The crazy croc looks like it wants to make Billy it's next meal. Note on the size of crazy
crocs. Crazy crocs range in size from about 5 feet tall to 8 feet tall. The crazy crocs attacking here
are of the smaller variety which due to there smaller weight are more efficient for climbing.
Larger crazy crocs though would be better fighters as they are more sturdy and durable.

Panel 2: Shows the crazy croc about to smash in the window by punching it with it's scaly fists.
The view is seen from inside the apartment building. Under the window  sill a small black box like
object with a flashing light should be hidden away from the crazy croc's view. That is a bomb.

Panel 3: The window is obliterated by the small bomb. before the crazy croc can do anything. The blast 
knocks the crazy croc off the window. View is seen from the outside from a worm's eye view but a 
mid distance from the crazy croc. 

Sfx (window)     Shatter

Panel 4: Billy continues to eat breakfast calmly as if nothing happened. In the background the shattered 
window is seen.

Billy Booby trap
 worked well.

Panel 5: Shows a small band of crazy crocs rushing towards the apartment. View is a bird's eye view.
Should give a real sense of depth for the height of the 5 story apartment building room.

Panel 6: Billy sees this (panel 5) from his broken kitchen window. Billy is seen from a worm's eye 
view. Close up. Billy is slightly concerned but is not scared. It is more like he's inconvenienced.

Billy  Crap
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Panel 1: The crazy crocs are climbing the building with ease. This is seen from the view of someone
standing on the side of the building that the crazy crocs are climbing up on and looking down at them.

Billy (narration) As for normality...

Panel 2: Billy runs towards the open gap of what was his window. View is from behind Billy.
Billy carries a grappling hook with himself as he runs but it's not in much focus of the panel.

Panel 3: The crazy crocs watch as what looks like Billy jumping to his death. Worm's eye view.

Panel 4:  Close up of one of the crazy crocs is impaled in the face by Billy's grappling hook.

Panel 5: Shows the grappling hook has gone through the crazy croc into the wall
Billy is hanging underneath the dead crazy croc. There are more crazy crocs
still climbing the building underneath Billy. View is an angled worm's eye view
from next to Billy's feet looking up and seeing the dead impaled crazy croc above Billy
and seeing Crazy Crocs from below Billy. Panel should be long and vertical.

Panel 6: Since the grappling hook's grip was not strong enough, Billy slides
down the building as he holds on to the grappling hook. Seen from a distant profile view.
Should have a sense of speed in this panel as Billy is sliding down the side of the building.

Panel 7: Billy uses the crazy crocs on the building as traction to slow down his fall.
Show this panel as a close up profile view that abruptly interrupts Panel 6. Yet
it should still feel like it has a sense of speed as well.

Panel 8: At the last moment Billy propels off the crazy croc he impaled.
Billy is able to do this quite skillfully. Use multiple images of Billy
to show him propelling himself off the crazy croc. Bird's eye view with
Billy's multiple images getting smaller as he propels off the crazy croc and jumps down.

Panel 9: Billy is about to land in a big puddle of filthy water. Bird's eye view close to Billy.

Billy (narration) It's so
overrated

Panel 10: The panel is just a big water splash allegedly from Billy landing in the big puddle

Sfx (water)  Splash!
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Panel 1: Billy's mom, Ethel Chrome throws a bucket of water on Billy to wake him up.

Ethel Chrome Rise and shine
you lazy bum!

Billy Ack!

Panel 2: Billy is seen drenched in his soaking wet bed. Billy has crocodile print bed sheets.

Ethel Chrome (OP) You're already late
for school, y'know?

Panel 3: Ethel Chrome walks down the staircase holding an empty bucket. A clock reads 9:00 am.

Billy (narration)  That's 
my mom
 for you...

Panel 4: Ethel looks at her husband/Billy's dad, Jeffrey Chrome. Jeffrey Chrome is sipping
some coffee while reading the morning newspaper.

Billy (narration)  ...about as tactful as
the Spanish Inquisition.

Ethel Chrome Billy's awake.

Jeffrey Chrome Mm.

Panel 5: Close up of Jeffrey Chrome drinking coffee and reading the morning newspaper.
The newspaper article reads “Delaware Governor Still Missing” The date is February 27th 1997.

Billy (narration)      The “average Joe”
     drinking some 
      average “joe”
      is my old man. 
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Panel 1: Billy rushes past his mom and dad in a hurry to get to school. Ethel Chrome is holding
a sack lunch for Billy.

Billy (quickly)       Hi!
      Bye!

Ethel Chrome You forgot your...

Panel 2: Off panel Billy can be heard closing the front door of the house.

Sfx (door) Slam

Ethel Chrome ...lunch.

Panel 3: Billy is walking down the side walk to his school. A puddle-trail shows that he is still soaking 
wet. 

Billy (narration) My real name 
isn't William...

I tried asking my parents
why they named me
“Billiam Bradley Chrome”.

Panels 4 and 5: (split panel of Billy's parents with Billy's narration overlapping both panels)

Billy (narration)  And it was always
the same answer...

Ethel Chrome  Go ask your father...

Jeffrey Chrome  Go ask your mother

Panel 6: Shows Spudsville Elementary school. There is a stray football on the school lot.
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Panel 1: Shows Billy's (4th grade) teacher Mr. Lubbs pointing a piece of chalk at the reader (though
he is actually talking to Billy who is OP.) The clock reads 9:05 am. 

Mr Lubbs  Late again?
 Detention,
Mr. Chrome.

Panel 2: Billy is standing next to the back entrance of the class room. Apparently he was trying to
sneak into the class room without being noticed. He is still soaking wet.

Billy  Crap.

Billy (narration) That's Mr. Lubbs
“The Stalin of  Spudsville.”

Panel 3: Shows Billy's friend Harry Gilplex looking at where Billy should be (Billy sits
at the desk next to Harry.)

Harry  You're soaking wet.

Panel 4: Billy glares at Harry and sarcastically responds

Billy  Thanks for 
  the tip.

Panel 5: Harry grins.

Harry    What are 
   friends for?

Billy (jokingly)  You mean aside
  from loans you
 don't have to 
 pay back?
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Panel 1: This is a splash page. Mr. Lubbs is writing something on the chalkboard and the entire
class can be seen. Harry and Billy are talking to each other. Harry is holding a cassette tape and 
showing it to Billy. Dustin Meakes, the class nerd is reading a textbook but is suspiciously looking 
back at Harry. Liu Chiang, the second smartest student next to Dustin, she is writing down notes for 
class. The triplets: Katie Downing, Kristopher Downing, and Keisha Downing are reading a textbook 
in the exact same bored manner. Albert Boer and Simon Polgany are doodling in class together. Their 
doodles are sub-par but they look like they're having fun. Eddie Ruddenbucker and Jon Smutz are 
playing around with “tech-deck” skateboards and bicycles. Both of them are avid BMX fans. Allie 
Levon, aka “Thrift shop girl” as some of the girls call her is hiding behind her textbook avoiding eye 
contact with the four girls applying (too much) make-up and reading fashion magazines that are 
probably too mature for them: Vivian Michaels, Shannon McTimmons, Beverly Hills (who looks like 
she probably is from Beverly Hills. Note that her name is a joke.) and Alicia Anderson. Ted Redson, the 
class bully is sleeping in class. Ted's crony, Arnold Jones is cracking his knuckles. Brian McGool is 
playing a portable video game system underneath his desk. Calvin O'Fisher is spinning a pencil on his 
fingers. Shabreeka Djenne, a female foreign exchange student from Chad is trying to copy Dustin's 
notes without him noticing. 
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Panel 1: Billy and Harry whisper to avoid being heard by their teacher.

Billy (whisper)   You recorded Mr. Lubbs
  singing in his apartment?

Harry (whisper)     Haha.
     Yeah

Billy (whisper) Awesome sauce.

Panel 2: Dustin quickly grabs the tape from Harry.

Sfx (grabbing)     Yoink!

Panel 3: Dustin holds the tape high in the air. Harry is trying to grab it.

Dustin Mr. Lubbs!
Harry has a tape
of you singing!

Panel 4: Mr Lubbs looks mad and slightly embarrassed when all of the class starts laughing

Class (OP)  HaHahahaha!!!

Mr Lubbs  …

Panel 5: Mr Lubbs quickly grabs the cassette tape from Dustin Meakes. Dustin Meakes
was talking to Harry who gives Dustin a dirty look.

Dustin That's what you
get Gilplex...
Huh!?

Mr Lubbs  I'll take that!

Panel 6: Harry smugly grins in response to what Mr. Lubbs says.

Mr. Lubbs I don't think I even need 
to tell you where to go.
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Panel 1: Billy looks up at Harry who gets up from his seat.

Billy  Principal's 
Office 
again?

Harry  Yeah,I'm a
  regular there. 

Panel 2: Harry smacks Dustin upside the head as he passes him by.

Harry You no brotha!

Dustin  Ow!

Panel 3: Mr Lubbs yells at Harry for hitting Dustin

Mr Lubbs Mr. Gilplex!

Harry Sorry.
Butterfingers.

Panel 4: Shows a close up of a clock that reads 9:38 am

Panel 5: The clock now reads 11:44 am

Panel 6: Billy is looking up at the clock.

Billy (thought)          16 miserable
         minutes 'til
         lunch time...

Mr Lubbs (OP) Blah Blah Blah....
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Panel 1: The lunch bell finally rings and the students eager to get out of class rush to the door
but not before their teacher Mr. Lubbs gives them some unfortunate news. Jon Smutz is most
displeased at this.

Mr. Lubbs  This month's book
report will be due
tomorrow...

Jon Smutz Aw man!

Panel 2: The majority of the class gives Billy a nasty glare.

Mr Lubbs You can thank 
Mr. Chrome
for that.

Billy Heh...

Sfx  GLARE.

Panel 3: Billy looks at Dustin Meakes who is still sitting at his desk.
Dustin has his book report with him. It looks like an automatic A.

Dustin Actually my report
is already finished.

Billy (thought)  Teacher's pet...

Panel 4: Billy is walking out of the class room door. Ted Redson and Arnold Jones is waiting for him.

Ted Hey
 doofus...

Billy  ?...
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Panel 1: Ted Redson is about to punch Billy in the face. If Arnold is seen he's probably in the 
background cracking his knuckles.

Ted THANKS A LOT!!

Billy (narration) Ted Redson was
the class bully.

Panel 2: Shows the Principal's Office door that reads: Principal Oscar Redson.

Billy (narration)       His father,
      the principal...

Panel 3: Principal Redson is chewing out Coach Clark of the football team.

Principal Redson  This is the second game
  in a row you lost and 
  I am most displeased!

Coach I'm sorry sir, but your
son, our number one
 player, skips practice...

Panel 4: Principal Oscar Redson gets very angry

Principal Redson DON'T BLAME MY SON
FOR YOUR INCOMPETENCE!
YOU'RE FIRED, MR. CLARK!

Billy (narration) ...was a bully of his own kind.

Panel 5: Shows the lunch room and the kids eating lunch. There is a small table for the unlucky
faculty members who have lunch room duty. Brian McGool is talking to Billy off panel.

Brian What happened?

Panel 6: Brian McGool points a fish stick at Billy (who is OP.) The fish stick is not fried but simply
a barely-cooked fish on a stick. Next to Brian is the portable video game player.

Brian      You look
      horrible.
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Panel 1: Billy is reading Brian's video game magazine. Billy has a black eye.

Billy (sarcastically) Thanks for
the sympathy.

Brian  Yeah, just
don't bend
the pages.

Panel 2: Brian offers Billy some of his mashed turnips.

Brian Want some
mashed turnips
since you forgot
your lunch?

Billy  No thanks.
I prefer 
starvation.

Panel 3: Brian looks upward.

Brian  Didja hear
that, Billy?

Billy Hear what?

Panel 4: Shows the P.A 

Harry (from P.A)  Good afternoon
Spudsville Elementary

Panel 5: Billy looks towards where the P.A is.

Harry (from P.A)      This is your DJ
     bringing you the very
     best tunes of today.

Billy    Is that Harry?...
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Panel 1: Mr Lubbs listens anxiously to the P.A. The Fifth Grade teacher Mr. Veeps is trying to
talk to Mr. Lubbs. Mr. Lubbs is grading papers. Or at least pretending to.

Harry (from P.A) and now for a
instant classic
from yours truly...

Mr. Lubbs  Don't tell me...

Mr. Veeps  Isn't that your
student, Mr. Lubbs?

Panel 2: Mr Lubbs pretends as if he still grading papers.

Mr. Lubbs  Quiet. 
I'm busy.

Harry (from P.A) “Aria di Lubbs”

Panel 3: Shows a close up of the P.A. It is playing the recording of Mr. Lubbs singing.

P.A  La la la li la di da!

Panel 4: Mr Lubbs has his face buried in his hands. All of the cafeteria including the teachers laugh.

Students  Ahahhahahha!

Mr. Veeps Haha. Didn't
 know you could
sing, Mr. Lubbs?

Mr. Lubbs (thought)  I thought I
 destroyed that
  blasted tape...

Panel 5: Harry is seen lounging in the Principal's chair listening to the music of Mr. Lubbs

Harry  I love back-up copies.

Mr. Lubbs (recorded singing)  La li La li da di da
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Panel 1: Show the outside of the Principal's Office

Billy (narration) Harry was suspended from
 school for three weeks.

Panel 2: Inside the principal's office, Mr Lubbs is signing some papers.

Billy (narration) Mr. Lubbs was transferred
to Spudsville High School.

Panel 3: Billy and his classmates are talking to each other and having fun.

Billy (narration) We mistakenly thought class
would be better with our
new teacher Ms. Sheezmo.

Panel 4: Billy and his classmates stop talking and all look toward the front of the class.

Billy (narration) Boy we're we wrong.

Panel 5: Principal Oscar Redson is standing at the front of the class. The door is open.

Oscar Redson Class I like you to all give a warm welcome
to your new teacher Ms. Sheezmo.

Panel 6: Ms. Sheezmo pokes her head in the door and glares. She has homemade wooden teeth.

Ms. Sheezmo  Hmph looks like just a bunch of
snot-nosed brats to me.
Well I'll whip ya into shape.

Billy (narration)  She meant that. Literally.
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Panel 1: Billy sits bored in class (as does everyone else) while Ms. Sheezmo is giving a lecture.

Billy (narration)  Those three weeks felt like forever.
Without Harry around there wasn't
anyone to make me look good.

 Not to mention it was very boring.

Panel 2: Billy is riding his sister's bike to Harry's house. Show only Billy's lower half.

CAP March 20th 1997

Billy (narration) Eternity came to a halt at last and now
I was going to whup Harry in a game
of Super Postal Workers 3000.

Panel 3: Same view as Panel 2 but pan up to show Billy's upper half. Billy wears a helmet.

Billy (narration) Oh and if you're wondering why
I'm riding such a girly bike, it's
because it's my sister's actually.

Panel 4: Billy continues to ride his bike. View is now from behind him.

Billy (narration)  I'm the kind of kid who
gets socks for their birthday
and 'course nothing else.

Panel 5: Zoom in on Billy as he turns his head to look behind himself.

Ted Redson (OP) Hey girly-boy!

Panel 6: Ted Redson is standing near his mountain bike which has the kick-stand down.

Ted Redson  Why you riding
  a girly bike?
  Girly-boy.
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Panel 1: Billy has his bike stopped and his feet are on the ground

Billy  I dunno, Ted. 
Why do you
wear diapers?

Panel 2: Ted is really angry at Billy now.

Ted  I'm gonna beat you
to a tomato pulp!

Panel 3: Billy is a bit scared that he will get beaten up. 

Billy  Crap!

Panel 4: Ted kicks up the kick stand on his bike as he gets ready to ride his bike. 

Ted    Don't run away 
  you little chicken!

Panel 5: Billy zooms off on his sister's bike. 

Billy (narration) Yeah, I'm a coward
but pride isn't that
great if you're dead.
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Panels 1-8: Ted chases Billy. Ted is riding a mountain bike while Billy rides his sister's bike.
Billy leans downward to dodge a overhanging tree branch. Billy begins to slide down the road.
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Panel 1: Billy is rushing towards an open sewer maintenance hole and can't stop himself

Billy !

Panel 2: Ted stops his bike

Ted     Where did
     he go!?

Panel 3: Ted looks around

Panel 4: Ted gets back on his bike

Ted Feh. I'll beat 
him up in school

Panel 5: Ted rides off on his bike. Shows the open sewer top

Panel 6: Zoom in on the open sewer top
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Panel 1: Splash page of Billy falling down the open sewer maintenance hole. The “Augh” by Billy
should actually be getting smaller as it goes away from Billy creating the effect of sound being
lower in volume as it gets farther from the source.

Billy Auuuuuggggghhhhh!

Billy (narration)      The elapsed time of falling
      felt as long as class with
     Ms. Sheezmo—forever.
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Panel 1: As Billy is falling he begins to play on a portable video game system.

Billy (narration)  I got bored falling to my death.
Thank goodness for portable
video games and batteries.

Panel 2: Billy continues to play the video game as he falls.

Sfx (video games) Beep Boop Beep

Panel 3: Billy is disappointed that he lost at the video game. 

Sfx (video game) Game Over 

Panel 4: Billy throws the game down

Billy Piece of crap!

Panel 5: Billy crosses his arms  annoyed at the video game

Billy  hmph!...

Panel 6: Billy's eyes go wide when he hears his video game system hit the ground.

Sfx (video game breaking) THUD

Billy  Oh shiznapp.
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Panel 1: Billy is falling

Panel 2: Billy gets an idea.

Billy  Wait!
I know!

Panel 3: Billy blows a huge bubble of bubble gum

Billy (thought)  Saved!

Panel 4: The Bubble floats away from Billy and Billy continues to fall. 

Billy (thought)  Not good....
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Panel 1: Albert Boer and Simon Polgany are walking nearby the open sewer top

Simon Polgany Spudsville's Comic-Con
this year was really weak.

Panel 2: Albert Boer and Simon Polgany look at the grappling hook.

Albert Boer You think so?

Simon Polgany Yeah. This grappling-hook
doesn't even work well...

Panel 3: Simon Polgany holds the grappling hook over the hole.

Simon Polgany Well at least there's this 
conveniently opened 
sewer maintenance top.

Panel 4: Simon Polgany drops the grappling hook down the maintenance hole

Panel 5: The grappling hook falls down the hole

Panel 6: Billy catches the grappling hook

Billy Thank goodness
for plot device!
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Panels 1-5: Billy throws the grappling hook into the wall. After falling for a while the grappling
hook digs into the wall and Billy comes to a stop.
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Panel 1: Billy is wondering how to get back up.

Billy  Now what?

Panel 2: The wall the grappling hook is on begins to break lose

Panel 3: 

Billy Hm the rope
seems a bit
slack...

Panel 4: Billy falls again

Billy Gwwaaahhhh!!!

Panel 5: Billy falls ten feet into a shallow puddle of softened sour cream

Sfx (sour cream)  Splub

Panel 6: Billy scratches his head in confusement.

Billy Wait a minute...
how did my game
make such a loud
 thud like noise?

Panel 7: Billy begins to turn around
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Panel 1: Billy is surprised to see his video game system in a pile of crushed human skulls and sharp 
pointy rocks just inches away from the softened sour cream. 

Panel 2: Billy turns back around to see a spear pointed at his face. The person holding the spear
is a cannibal wearing a diaper.

Panel 3: The cannibal raises his hands in the air along with the spear.

Cannibal  Ooga booga!

Panel 4: Billy is not sure how to respond.

Billy  Eh?

Panel 5: Billy barely dodges the spear aimed at his head.

Sfx (spear) Whoosh

Billy Yikes!

Panel 6: Billy runs away from the cannibal

Cannibal  Ooga!
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Panel 1: The cannibal whistles

Sfx (cannibal)  tweet!

Panel 2: Billy slows down

Billy He's not 
chasing...

Panel 3: Billy dodges another thrown spear

Panel 4: The cannibal is now with 15 other cannibal friends

Panel 5: Billy gets a bit nervous seeing the cannibal now has 15 other friends.

Billy  Uh-oh.

Panel 6: A really long tongue quickly wraps around Billy

Billy Wha!?
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Panel 1: A frog the size of a Volkswagen beetle has it's long tongue wrapped around Billy

Panel 2: Billy falls as he is dragged forward

Billy        omfph!

Panel 3: Billy bites the tongue as he is dragged forward

Sfx       Chomp

Panel 4: The frog takes no notice and continues to reel its tongue in

Panel 5: Billy has his shoe taken off and is taking off his sock as he is being dragged

Panel 6: Billy places his sock on the tongue of the frog

Panel 7: The tongue dissolves 

Panel 8: and the frog explodes

Billy Talk about overkill...
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Panel 1: Billy sees the cannibals are closing in on him

Billy !

Panel 2: Billy runs

Panel 3: The cannibals chase him

Panel 4: Billy sees that the cannibals turn around and run the other way

Billy  Huh?

Panel 5: Ahead of himself in the darkness Billy can see glowing pairs of eyes

Panel 6: The crazy crocs along with Lord Nero, one of the Umo, the top brass of the crazy crocs only 
inferior to their grand master Lord Coldcuts begin to emerge out of the darkness. Lord Nero
is named after Emperor Nero he looks like a crazy croc except he has more prominent wings
(he can't fly nor can any other crazy croc but it allows him to jump higher.) Also Lord Nero
has a somewhat “feminine” appearance. I don't know if it's actual true but I've heard the Nero 
the Roman Emperor was actually a cross-dresser (or something like that) and I thought it
be interesting to make Lord Nero of the Crazy Crocs feel the same.
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Panel 1: Close up of Billy who is surprised

Billy  !

Panel 2: Billy sees that the crazy crocs and Lord Nero are trying to encircle him

Panel 3: Billy looks one way

Billy  …

Panel 4: Lord Nero looks in the same direction 

Panel 5: Billy quickly runs in the opposite direction

Panel 6: A crazy croc fails to grab Billy

Panel 7: Billy does a unintended forward roll

Billy Gah!

Panel 8: Lord Nero points at the direction Billy is going as he screams bloody murder.

Lord Nero After him!
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Panel 1: The crazy crocs continue to chase Billy

Panel 2: Billy continues to run from the crazy crocs

Panel 3: Billy comes to a sudden stop

Panel 4: Billy looks down and sees that there is a huge waterfall with murky brown water below
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Panel 1: A crazy croc lunges at Billy causing him to fall backwards.

Crazy Croc  Gwrrraawwrr!!

Panel 2: Billy falls into the murky brown water

Sfx (water) Sploosh!

Panel 3: The crazy crocs are looking down the water fall.

Crazy Croc There goes desert

Crazy Croc 2  You mean dessert

Panel 4: The crazy crocs begin fighting each other

Panel 5: Lord Nero claws the two quarreling crazy crocs

Lord Nero Quit it you morons!

Panel 6: Lord Nero is looking down at the water

Lord Nero Don't let 
the prey
get away!
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Panel 1: The crazy crocs dive into the water

Panel 2: Billy tries to swim away from the crazy crocs

Panel 3: Billy sees the crazy crocs are much faster at swimming. They swim like crocodiles. 

Billy (thought)  Crud. They're 
gaining on me!

Panel 4: Something catches Billy's eyes.

Panel 5: It is a floating soap bar that reads:Tove Soap

Panel 6: Billy is holding the soap bar

Billy  ...
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Panel 1: Billy throws the soap bar at one of the crazy crocs

Panel 2: The soap bar impales the crazy croc in the eye

Panel 3: Billy is surprised

Billy !?...

Panel 4: The crazy croc's eye turns a bright blue and crimson beams shoot out

Panel 5: Billy sees the crazy croc turning a bright blue color

Billy  Not good

Panel 6: Billy submerges himself underwater

Panel 7: The crazy croc hasn't noticed what has happened to his comrade. 

Crazy Croc You can't
escape like...
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Panel 1: The crazy croc explodes and the blast wave kills all the other crazy crocs

Sfx (crazy croc) BOOOM!

Panel 2: Billy emerges out of the water as silver guts splattered him

Panel 3: Billy wipes the silver guts away from his face

Panel 4: Billy sees the soap bar along with the soap box

Panel 5: Billy reads the information on the soap box

Billy Kills 99% of bacteria...

and everything 
else apparently!
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Panel 1: Lord Nero is looking down at Billy from the water fall cliff

Panel 2: Close up on Lord Nero

Lord Nero (thought) This kid is
bad news...

Panel 3: Lord Nero walks away

Lord Nero (thought)  I'd better tell
Lord Coldcuts!

Panel 4: Shows a sign that reads: Welcome to Sewerville

Panel 5: Billy is looking at the sign

Billy ...
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Panel 1: Shows the town of Sewerville. It is a medium size town. 

Panel 2: Billy is walking in Sewerville. 

Panel 3: Billy sees someone

Billy  Oh!

Panel 4: Billy waves at the person

Billy Hey!...

Panel 5: The person runs off

Panel 6: Billy is confused

Billy Okay...
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Panel 1: Shows the inside of a hamburger-like joint restaurant called “Munchies”. It seems to be a zoo 
of gruff looking men and women and weird creatures like a peanut butter jar-squid hybrid.

Sfx (various noises) (various noises)

Panel 2: A guy with a LOT of nose hair is bullying another shrimpy looking guy who has a LOT
of ear hair

Nose Hair Guy  Where's the 
  money you
  owe me!?

Ear Hair Guy What are you
talking about?

Panel 3: The guy with a LOT of nose hair puts the Ear Hair guy in a head lock

Nose Hair Guy  Does THIS jog
 your memory!

Panel 4: The nose hair guy is then lifted up by his nose hair by someone else. The nose hair guy
drops the Ear Hair Guy.

Nose Hair Guy Wha!?

Panel 5: A large bearded lady holding a broom is holding the nose hair guy

Bearded Lady You're disturbing
the otha' custamuhs

Panel 6: The large bearded lady tosses the nose hair guy aside. The Ear Hair guy is astonished as he 
watches.

Bearded Lady Keep the noise down.
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Panel 1: Some humans and all kinds of hybrid beasts are playing some kind of Poker game

Panel 2: They stop playing when they see the door to the restaurant open

Sfx (door) Kreeeeeeeekk!

Panel 3: Billy is standing in the open door

Billy  Excuse me
but does...

Panel 4: Billy is surprised to see all the weird hybrid beasts in the restaurant
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Panel 1: A Irish looking snake is drinking a lager

Irish Snake What ye lukin' at!?

Panel 2: Billy sheepishly looks away

Billy (mumble)  Sorry

Panel 3: Billy is startled when the bearded lady places her hand on his shoulder

Bearded Lady Hey!

Billy EEP!

Panel 4: Billy looks behind himself and upward

Bearded Lady (OP) Welcome to
Munchies...

Panel 5: The Bearded Lady looks down at Billy as she rests her hands and chin on the top of the broom.

Bearded Lady So wha'kenna 
I get'cha, pal?

The End of Flush The First


